
Sewing a V-slash neckline facing on a T-tunic or tunic with straight (unsloped) shoulder

seams.

You’ll need paper for tracing a pattern onto, a pencil, a washout fabric marker, and your

usual sewing gear.

The facing will be put on AFTER cutting the neckhole (T-tunic) or sewing the shoulder seams

(shaped tunics), but BEFORE doing any of the other sewing.

DO NOT CUT THE SLASH LINE BEFORE SEWING!!!  This is VERY important!  The slash will be

cut after the facing is sewn on.

Making the pattern:

Cut the tunic out, including the neckhole.  Sew

shoulder seams, if there are any.

Lay the cut fabric over your paper, so that the

neckhole is centered on the paper.  Trace the outline

of the neckhole on the paper.  Mark where the

shoulder seams lie, too (or the folds where the

shoulder-seams would be) for reference points.  Heck,

mark the center front and

back, too, while you’re at it.

(You can mark these points

on the tunic by making a small scissors-snip in the edge of the

fabric)

Determine how long you want the front-slash to be, and draw a

line that long extending from the center-front mark.

Take the paper with the neckline drawn on it, and draw another

line about 2.5" outside of the

first one, all the way around,

including on either side of the

slash line.  

This is your facing pattern.

Cut it out. 

Making the facing:

Pin the pattern to some fabric (ON GRAIN - see the

diagram.  This is important!), and cut the fabric to

shape.  Make little snips to mark the shoulder seams

and center front/back.  This is your facing.



With the marker, mark the stitching lines for the slash onto the wrong side of the facing

piece.  I usually mark the top of the V about 3/8" from the center-front line.

Now you will pin the facing to the neckhole of the tunic, RIGHT SIDES TOGETHER, matching

up the neckhole edges nicely, and matching up the shoulder marks and center front/back

marks.  Pin along the slash stitching lines, too.

Sew the facing to the neckline, starting at the center back.  When

you get to the corner where the slash stitching line starts, turn the

corner by lowering the needle into the fabric, raising the presser-

foot, and pivoting the fabric.  Sew to the bottom of the V, pivot,

and take a SINGLE STITCH horizontally across the bottom on the

V.  Pivot again, sewing up the other side of the V,pivot, and sew

the rest of the way around.

The facing will be turned to the inside,

but first you have to trim corners and

make clips in the seam allowance so

that the fabric can spread out and

leave your neckline lying nice and flat.  

Cut down the center front line, all the way down to that single

horizontal stitch at the bottom.  DO NOT cut through the

stitching!!

Now trim off the corners at the top of the slash, again being

careful not to cut the stitches.

Then make clips around the round part of the neckline, all the

way into the seam allowance without cutting the stitches,

about 1" apart.

Now take that facing, and fold it to the inside of the tunic. Smooth it out, straighten out the

seamline (so that the stitching is lying right on the edge), work the little puckers out of the

bottom of the V, make sure everything is lying flat, and press.  (Yes, I really do mean that

you have to get out an iron, fill it with water, and STEAM PRESS this thing.  Just do it - it

makes a difference.)

OK, for finishing, you’ve got a lot of options.  Basically, you need some stitching to keep the

neck edge in place, and some more stitching to keep the free edge of the facing in place.

For the neck edge, you can just machine-stitch around, close to the edge, or you can hand-

sew a line of stitching around the edge.  Or you can get fancy and apply a narrow trim to

the neck edge, or embroider something small like a chain-stitch or blanketstitch.

For the facing edge, get a little fancier.....but first, baste the facing flat to the tunic with a

line of large-ish hand-stitches around the facing edge.  Now you have a line to follow on the

right side of the tunic, so you’ll be sure that the stitches catch the facing.



Now you can either try out some of the decorative

sewing machine stitches you never had an excuse to

use, or you can add another line of trim, or you can

do another line of embroidery - perhaps a bigger

stitch like featherstitch or herringbone.

Now your neckline is properly faced and finished,

and you can finish sewing the tunic with the most

dreaded part - the neckline - already out of the way. 
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